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Meta Energy Powering 
Your Everyday Needs

Meta Energy is a highly innovative private syndicate group
with an outlook to empower individuals to build and foster
a sustainable economy. We are inspired by innovative
renewable energy technologies that seek to actively
breakup the well-established status quo of fossil fuels.
As believers in the four pillars of sustainability we have
witnessed the ongoing transformation of the demanding
electricity sector by renewable energy technologies
which has inspired our involvement to contribute towards
a sustainable economy.

We began in 2017 in the larger commercial and industrial
installation scene and were involved in the due diligence
and construction of largescale solar and battery farms in
Australia, Mongolia, Nepal, Spain and the Middle-East.
This wide range and exposure coupled with the team’s
diverse expertise reinforces our ideology for the need
of a sustainable economy. Together with you we are 
equipped to deliver this vision.

As a client of Meta Energy you will enjoy our favourable
domestic and international associations with leading solar
and highly anticipated domestic battery suppliers.
As Australians we believe in supporting our local
manufacturing and in doing so support our independent
sovereignty in the Pacific region. You will receive updates
as our clients of our efforts in supporting our independence
and bringing manufacturing back to our shores. 



Packages For You

Premier Package

Highly innovative US-Singaporean based
micro-inverter and solar panel technology.

For the well-established home-owner
seeking higher value with the strongest

solar panel and inverter product warranties.

Premium Package
Traditional String Inverter with Sunpower panels,
a highly innovative US-Singapore based Solar PV

manufacturer. Competitive Rates with higher
generation than a CT1 system. A great choice for
a client seeking for more value with the strongest

product panel warranty on the marketplace.

God Tier

The very best micro-inverter and panel
technology on the marketplace. The highest

performance and greatest value for any
home owner. For the discerning client seeking

longest term value.

Silver Package

Traditional Chinese Tier-1 (CT1)
String Inverter System Package.
Highly competitive rates, a great

choice for the short-term investor.



 

Liaising with customers

Find out average daily usage by 
analysing their past electricity 

bills

01

Design the system

02 03

Body corporate or 

owner’s approval

Negotiate &

sign the contract

04

Application 

(Energex or Ergon)

05 0706

Schedule the 

installation 

(2-3 days)

How Do We Get Started  ?
1.  Provide us with your last 3 or 4 energy bills.

2. Your property address.

3. Leave the rest to us. 

    Our professional team will provide a free quote for solar system with no further

 

    obligations.

Enjoy your

Solar PV System
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+61 - 422 455 845 admin@metaenergy.com.au


